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On the Meridional Circulation over the East Antarctic
Coast during the winter of 1976
Jiro INOUE* and Chotaro NAKAJIMA*
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Abstract: The circulation of the atmosphere over the East Antarctic penph
ery 1s discussed mamly on the basis of the data of Syowa Station durmg the polar
mght of 1976. Accordmg to the locat10n of a through or a ndge, the mend1onal
c1rculation changes with time and place In the upper troposphere over Syowa the
prevailmg wind 1s W-SW m the wmter, while the southerly wmd increases its speed.
It 1s pomted out that tras1ent eddy transportat10n 1s as well s1gmficant as the
standmg one for the mend1onal air mass exchange The blockmg high formed m the
merid10nally developed wave contnbutes to the mcrease of the NE wmd. In the
lower troposphere the maJor part 1s occupied by the northerly component havmg
a maximum wmd speed around 900 mb. Effects of topography east of the station
are mferred.

1. Introduction
Arctic and Antarctic areas work as two main heat sinks in the atmospheric general
circulation, though the process of energy exchange with the lower latitudinal atmosphere
is very different. The winter circulation, which is supposed to be most effectively in
fluenced by the great heat sink of polar regions in each hemisphere, is shown by the mean
500 mb height contour map m Fig. I. In the northern hemisphere, the westerly wave
forms semi-permanent amplified troughs over East Asia and East America due to the
* JiC$:k�l0�1iJf�F9f. Disaster Prevention Research Institute, Kyoto Umvers1ty, UJ1, Kyoto 611.
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Mean wmtet 500 mb charts Left Northern hemisphere for January Rzght
Southern hemisphere for July Redrawn from P ALMEN and NEWTON'S text (1969)
wlfh contour mterval of 16 gpm
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Tra;ectones of cyclone Left The main tracks /01 North Polar regwn (afte1
P ALMEN and NEWTON, 1969) Right. For Antarctica m 1958 (after AsTAPENKO,
1959).

orographic effect of the Himalayan and Rocky Ranges The lack of large scale moun
tams and wide land areas m m1d-lat1tudes produces the symmetrically zonal circulat10n
of the southern hemisphere (PALMEN and NEWTON, 1969). The cyclone tracks m both
polar reg10ns are shown m Fig 2. There are two mam tracks which correspond to the
upper troughs m the North Polar reg10n, namely, Aleutian and Icelandic lows How
ever, there are no s1gmficantly preferred tracks of cyclone 111 Antarctica (ASTAPENKO,
1959). It can be 1magmed that the air mass over Antarctica 1s exchanged with that of
lower latitudes more through transient eddies than standmg ones.
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The exchange process of air mass over Antarctica is not clearly known due to the
lack of inland data. WHITE and BRYSON (1966) suggested the meridional circulation
which has an inflow to the continent above some 600 mb level and an outflow to the
lower latitude below it during the polar night, assuming the cylindrical boundary cen
tered on the South Pole. They considered that the disagreement of the observed ra
diative cooling with the local cooling of free atmosphere is explained by the vertical
motion and additional adiabatic compression
However, the South Pole centered asymmetries are unrealistic either in shape and
relief of the Antarctic Contment or in the atmospheric circulation. The deviation from
the zonal flow in winter 1s eminent in West Antarctica as seen in Fig. 1, where orographi
cally induced large cyclones play a major role m the air mass exchange (BuGAEV and
MusAELJAN, 1966). Over East Antarctica, on the other hand, the meridional circula
tion would be expected to be composed of outflow from the plateau near the surface
and inflow at the upper level (KOBAYASHI and YOKOYAMA, 1976). Since the meridional
circulation mechanism 1s rather different m both sectors, as mentioned above, the dis
cussion in this paper will be confined to the circulation over East Antarctica.

2. Meridional Circulation over East Antarctica
The major part of East Antarctica 1s occupied by the plateau elevated more than
3000 m a.s.l. as shown in Fig. 3. RUBIN (1960) has shown that outflow from the plateau
below 700 mb and inflow above 1t up to 250 mb prevail in June through the cylindrical
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Antarcttc reltef and the locatzon of stations along the East Antarctic coast.
tours are drawn with 500 m intervals above 2000 m.
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boundary surroundmg the plateau, by averagmg the wind aloft data of ten stat10ns along
it. Although this agrees rather well with Wmrn's result, RUBIN further mentioned that
the meridional wind component 1s different m each station and that throughout the
troposphere the outflow prevails over the eastern flank of the plateau and the inflow
over the western one.
The merid10nal component of wmd aloft m June over the East Antarctic coastal
stat10ns, which RUBIN used m his paper, is shown m Fig. 4, together with the data of
Syowa Stat10n (JAPAN METEOROLOGICAL AGENCY, 1976). The vertical wind profile
in Fig. 4 can be classified into four types.
I) Inflow throughout the troposphere; Mawson.
2) Outflow throughout the troposphere; Norway Station, Belgmm Stat10n, M1rny.
3) Inflow m the lower troposphere and outflow m the upper one; Syowa.
4) Outflow m the lower troposphere and mflow m the upper one; Dumont d'Urv11le
The simple meridional circulat10n model ment10ned m Section I 1s supported by the fact
that the outflow m the lower troposphere prevails over every station except Syowa
and possibly Mawson, but is not supported by the preva1lmg outflow 111 the upper tropo
sphere except over Dumont D'Urv1lle and Mawson. It 1s suggested that the actual
mb
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Mean mertdzonal wind over the East Antarctic coastal statzons for June 1958
except Syowa Statzon (JAPAN METEOROLOGICAL AGENCY, 1976) Poslt1ve
sign shows out/low from the continent Negative shows inflow. For the locatwn of
each statzon see Fig 3
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meridional circulation over the coastal region varies with locality.
The wind aloft over Mirny, which RUBIN has investigated, is outflow from the con
tinent throughout the troposphere in June, but it veers to inflow in July. According
to RUBIN this is explained by the shift of the trough axis. If we consider the role of stand
ing eddies in the mendional circulation over East Antarctica, as RUBIN suggested, the
wind data at Syowa Station are suitable for the analysis. Since, in East Antarctica,
deviation from the zonal flow is eminent over Syowa Station as shown in Fig. 1, the rela
tion between the variations of the meridional circulation and the axis of a trough or a
ridge can be examined appropnately. The result of LETTAU (1969), in which upper
outflow and lower inflow and vice versa in the layer from surface to 350 mb over the
periphery of his idealized continent do not present except 0 °-90° sector, may associate
with this.

3. Meridional Circulation over Syowa Station
The mean monthly meridional wmd component during the coldest four months
from June to September is calculated from the data of 1976 (JAPAN METEOROLOGICAL
AGENCY, 1976) and shown in Fig. 5. Outflow and inflow take place above and below
the 700 mb level except for August. This is rather different with the analysis of 1972
(INOUE et al., 1978), namely, not only the monthly time lag is found m two results but
mb
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Station from June to September, 1976
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the domam and mtens1ty of outflow are larger m 1976. This can be mterpreted as a re
sult ofyear-to-year vanat10ns of the axis location, depth or stationariness of the trough
as suggested by RUBIN.
The frequency distnbut10n ofwmd d1rect10n on the 500 mb surface m 1976 is shown
m Fig. 6 to examine the relation between the vanat10n of the mendional wmd and that
of the zonal one. The dommant concentration is found in the west or southwest and
smaller m the northeast in mean wmter wmd rose. The monthly wind rose from June
to September 1s also shown m Fig. 7. The dominant wmd direction is west or south
west in June, and east or northeast m July. The same concentrat10n in both directions
1s found in August, thence the dommance m the southwest reappears m September.
The veer of wmd d1rection from July to August on the 500 mb surface as shown in Fig.
5 is explained by the mcrease of the NE wmd frequencies m these months. It 1s note
worthy that the frequency concentrat10n of SW wmd m June and September suggests
the locat10n of a standing trough m the east of Syowa Stat10n and that the mcrease of
NE wmd m July and August suggests the occurrence of blocking high in westerly wave
in the east of Syowa.
The mean wmd speed with direct10n d1stmction is also shown in Figs. 6 and 7.
The maximum wmd speed 1s seen m the sect10ns of 0 °-30° and 180 °-210°, which veers
counterclockwise from wind direction frequency peaks in Fig. 6. Wmd speed peak m
the northern sect10n 1s seen in every month, which 1s mvanant with around 10 m/s,
while that of the southern section decreases fairly m August. The latter results m the
mean meridional wind veer to the north in August as shown m Fig. 5. The v10lent
southerly wind in June, July and September, which 1s around 20 m/s, contnbutes to the
strong outflow from the contment in the upper troposphere over Syowa Stat10n. The
O"
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The fiequency cfotrzbutwn of wind d1rec
twn (solid !me lmkmg the radial soltd !me
from the center ), wmd speed (soltd lme
lmkzng the black czrcle) with du ectwn
d1stmctwn of 30 ° mterval on the 500 mb
surface over Syowa Station for June to
September 1976 The scale of mner rncle
shows 10% and JO m/s Outer circle 20%
and 20 m/s For the broken !me see text
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mean wind multiplied by frequency in each direction distinction is also shown by a
broken line in Fig. 6. This value, though the scale is not expressed in Fig. 6, is considered
to represent the magnitude of air mass exchange. Southerly, westerly and in smaller
value northeasterly winds are dominant. It can be inferred that the active air mass
exchange is caused by southerly and northeasterly winds as well as westerly wind.
This result leads to the hypothesis that the transient eddies are as well important as the
standing ones for air mass exchange.
The time change of wind speed and direction shall be reported in the following sec
tion to examine the role of the transient eddies.
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4. The Variations of Wind Aloft over Syowa Station
The daily vanations of wind speed and direct10n m June, which 1s considered to be
the most representative month of the disagreement of the peaks between the maximum
speed and the d1rect10n frequency of wmd thence 1t can be appropnate to examme the
contribution of transient eddies, are shown in Fig. 8. The wmd direct10n and speed are
correlated reversely well with the ten-odd days penodicity. In other words, the north
erly wind is weak, while the southerly wmd 1s strong. This results that the peak of
maximum wind speed accompanied by a violent air mass exchange occurs m the south
erly wmd as shown in Fig. 6.
Daily vanations of the 500 mb height and the mean sea level pressure are also shown
in Fig. 8. The very good correlation obv10usly found between these two values suggests
that the surface low or high has a large vertical structure. The relat10n between wind
and pressure is not clear, but roughly 1t can be said that strong and weak wmds cor
respond to low and high pressures respectively
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Fzg 9. Above: Time sectzon of wind and temperature aloft over Syowa from June 10th
OOZ to 15th OOZ, 1976. The broken lzne shows tropopause. Below. Surface wind
dzrectzon at Mizuho Statzon durzng the same period

To examme the vertical profile of mendional wind, the time section of wmd aloft
from the 10th to the 15th June, during which the northerly and the southerly winds
alternated frequently, is shown in Fig. 9. Westerly flow prevailed throughout the tropo
sphere on the 10th, then 1t veered to easterly and the speed increased in the lower tropo
sphere from the 11th emmently below the 800 mb level. Upper winds also veered
clockwise from the 12th to the 13th, then the northerly wind prevailed throughout the
troposphere. Upper westerlies were made up again on the 14th, but the violence of
lower northerlies did not abate until the 14th.
Air temperature, shown in Fig. 9, begins to decrease gradually from the lower trop-
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osphere on the 10th and abruptly on the 1 2th. In the upper levels the lowest tempera
tures appeared on the 1 3th
The surface wmd direct10n at Mizuho Station (NISHIO and K AWAG UCHI, 1977),
which 1s located at 2230 m a s.1. and 250 km mland from Syowa, 1s also shown m F1g.
9 It 1s said that ESE 1s the d1rect10n of cold katabat1c wmd and ENE wmd 1s under the
mfluence of a synoptic scale disturbance at Mizuho (INOUE et al , 1978). The cold
katabat1c wmd prevailmg from the 10th to the 1 2th at Mizuho can be assumed to have
prevailed over the plateau Although the typical katabat1c wmd never occurs at Syowa,
1t 1s more likely to exist on the Pnnce Olav Coast which runs NE from Syowa ( MORITA
and M URAKOSI-n, 1 960) The cold air mass outflowmg from the plateau to the coast
may have been transported by offshore northeasterly and caused the abrupt temperature
drop m the lower troposphere over Syowa
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The 500 mb and mean sea level charts from the 10th to the 14th (BUREAU OF METE
OROLOGY, AUSTRALIA, 1976) are reproduced in Fig. 10 to examine the above-mentioned
matter. The alternative variation of upper level wind between west and southwest from
the 10th to the 12th is due to the northeast-ward movement of the ridge which was
located over Syowa on the 10th and the subsequent approach of a trough from west.
This is replaced by a rather peculiar flow pattern on the 13th. Namely, the anticyclone
was formed over east of Syowa on the 13th and 1t developed into a ridge afterwards.
This caused the veer of the upper level wmd to the northerly breeze. As already seen in
Fig. 8, sea level depression and high correspond well to the upper trough and the ridge
respectively. The offshore cyclogenesis and anticyclogenesis at sea level correspond to
the upper depress10n and the ridge on the 13th. The increase of wind speed from the
11th to the 14th is supposed to be caused by the offshore cyclogenesis over northwest of
Syowa. Another cyclogenesis over northeast of Syowa caused the anticyclogenesis
over east of Syowa. The meridionally developed ridge or blocking high 1s tend to be
formed near Syowa, because not only depressions which have the circular trajectory
along the coastal line take up or fill up but those which have meridional tracks also con
verge there (AsTAPENKO, 1959). The surge of cold air mass over the contment towards
the deepening cyclone is inferred from the temperature drop as mentioned above.
However, smce the contours of isobars are not exactly drawn over the plateau due to
its elevation and lack of data, it 1s difficult to mention a favorable pattern for such a
cold air surging.
The vertical wmd profiles m Fig. 9 show vanous patterns. They can be classified
into four groups same as previously mentioned in Section 2 by the vertical distribution
of the mend10nal wind component ;
1. Northerly throughout the troposphere (e.g. 12212th)
2. Southerly throughout the troposphere (e.g. 12210th)
3. Southerly in the upper troposphere and northely in the lower one (e.g. 00211th)
4. Northerly in the upper troposphere and southerly in the lower one
or into the following four patterns by the vertical profile of scalar wind below 500 mb ;
A. Decrease towards lower level (e. g. 12210th),
B. Maximum value around 900 mb (e. g. 00212th),
C. Maximum value around 6-700 mb,
D. Generally weak wind, no significant profile.
4, C and D are not shown in Fig. 9. The wind profiles from June to September, 1976
are classified by the above-mentioned categories and tabulated in Table 1.
As for the meridional wind component, 1 and 3 are predominant. Namely,
northerly wind throughout the troposphere reaches 45 percent of the total cases and, as
for the lower troposphere alone, nearly 80 percent are occupied by northerly. Such an
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Table 1. Classification of vertical profiles of wind aloft over Syowa during the winter of 1976 ;
A-D based on the meridional wind component, and 1-4 on the scalar wind speed
For details see text.
B

C

D

31
1
20
1

7
4
4
0

9
3
8
2

53
(47 %)

15
( 1 3%)

22
(20 %)

1
2
3
4
Total

22
(20 %)

Total
50
20
37

(45%)
( 18 %)
(33 %)
5 ( 4 %)
1 12

overwhelmmg predominance of northerly m the lower troposphere 1s well reflected m
Fig. 5. On the other hand, upper northerly, also occupymg nearly half of the cases
(49 %), 1s less reflected due to its weakness as ment10ned m Fig. 8. As for the scalar
wmd profile, nearly 50 percent of the cases are occupied by case B. In the lower tropo
sphere alone, 96 percent are northerly ( 1 and 3) for this case. This is rather an abnor
mal concentrat10n considermg the month-to-month change of atmosphenc circulation.
The topography of Antarctic penphery near Syowa, i. e. NE-SW running steep coastal
line, may affect the occurrence of maximum wmd near 900 mb in the case of northerly
wind. The southerly does not produce such a peculiar concentration of the scalar wmd
profile

5.

Conclusions

The merid10nal alf mass exchange over East Antarctica 1s expected to approach the
idealized model mentioned in Section I. However, the actual mend10nal wmd over
the coastal stat10n in East Antarctica 111 June 1958 does not resemble such a flow model.
Moreover, the mean merid10nal wind pattern vanes with the stat10n locality, month and
year, too. The analysis over Syowa Stat10n dunng the polar mght 111 1976 shows the
flow pattern reverse to this model. Inflow to the contment prevails below 700 mb.
Outflow and mfow are almost equal above 1t, but netflow 1s outwards from the contment
except 111 August due to the 111creased 111tens1ty of outflow.
The dominant direct10n of SW-W winds on the 500 mb surface 1s due to the favor
ably located upper trough. The secondary peak of NE w111d 1s caused by the transient
ridge formed east of the station However, the dommant wmd speed of southerly
suggests that the active a1r mass exchange occurs when a trough or a ndge developed.
Namely, the role of both standmg and transient eddies 1s important for a1r mass ex
change Although this 1s concluded through the analysis of wmd aloft data over Syowa,
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a different type of circulation 1s expected over another stat10n where a trough or a ridge
behaves differently. The role of a trough or a ndge can be very important in the air
mass exchange between the Antarctic coast and the offshore area regardless of time
and place.
The northerly and southerly frequencies m the upper troposphere are almost same,
but 90 percent are northerly in the lower one. The prevailmg easterly m the lower
level may be distorted along the coastal line (MORITA and MuRAKOSHI, 1960). This
northeasterly havmg a maximum value around 900 mb with extreme concentrat10n is
also mferred to be affected by topography.
The knowledge is deficient on the air mass exchange between the plateau and the
coast, which is the basis of the idea concerning the moisture transportation to inland.
It 1s said that mass flow over mland station is regarded substantially to be the same as the
extension from the coastal value (LETTAU, 1969). However, the data of 0°-90° section
are still scarce. The regional investigat10n of the atmospheric structure between coast
and plateau 1s highly desired.
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